Beverley - Design Analysis/Community Aspirations
March 2011

Preface

This document provides an illustration of how various sites
identified in the Beverley Town Plan could be designed.
It provides guidance and illustrative layouts that will be
used to inform the preparation of new planning policies
in the East Riding Local Development Framework. The
document does not have any formal planning status but
may also be used by developers to inform the content of
future planning applications.
The document forms part of the Beverley Town Plan, a
long term plan, to assist in the prioritisation in securing
investment and support from both the public and private
sector for future development.
This document will highlight the qualities and attributes of
existing natural and built features of Beverley that could
be taken into consideration by developers to ensure high
quality design for new development within the town. This
will encourage the creation of an attractive and sustainable
environment and help to maintain and enhancing the
Town’s unique and distinctive character highlighting to
the local authority the significance of development in
conservation areas across the town holistically, in order to
preserve and enhance the appearance of areas of special
architectural or historical interest.
The following illustrations are for key sites identified in the
Town Plan. It does not say what types of development will
happen on these sites (that will be determined through
existing or replacement planning policies), but defines what
these places could look and feel like after development.
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TOWNSCAPE ANALYSIS - Land South of Lord Roberts Street

Built form & Layout
Structure

The site forms part of a large development
block to the south of Lord Roberts Street, which
has historically always existed. Within the block
the grain changes from large modern buildings
to small terraces to the east and south. The
insertion of Lord Roberts Street before 1939
split the block into two. With a smaller block
located to the north. Subsequent removal of
buildings has resulted in the creation of an
incidental open space.

Spatial Sequences

Street Enclosure

Building Line

The street width along Lord Roberts Street varies significantly
in comparison to the surrounding 8 to11m wide street scenes.
With the street widths widening from 11m /16m out to 52m
where the built form height is the lowest (of 1/2 storeys), where
the street narrows the building heights increase to 2/3 storeys.
This is not a an historical characteristic and had emerged as a
result of late 20thcentury demolition and rebuild.

Parking

Modern insertions and demolition have altered the building line along
this street, with buildings set back and staggered along the course of
the road, creating an open space, on the corner for a series of spaces
set off from the carriageway. The open space is enclosed by the
exposed rears of buildings. Minster Towers steps back to provide drop
off facilities. Both the frontage of this modern building and the drop off,
adversely impact on the quality of the street scene.-

Wall Details

Ground floor details /
Horizontal / Vertical Rhythm

Skyline / Views

Plot:
Building types

Variety of building/plot types:
Terraced housing - (narrow frontage,
deep plan not set back, 2.5-8m rear
garden, 16.4m plot length).
Semi-detached - (medium frontage,
medium depth, 4m set back, 7.8m
deep, 6.8m rear garden, 17.8m plot
length).
Views are limited to immediate surroundings, larger terrace housing / commercial
- (medium to large frontage, medium depth, not
with the occasional view from the rear /
set back, 9.2m deep, 6-32m rear garden area,
gardens of Minster Towers building out to
39-44m plot length).
The Minster. Views down along Cross Street, Bungalow housing - (wide frontage and wide
provide glimpses of the main shopping area. plan, 49.6m deep with limited rear garden and
Views along Regent Road, reveal distant
7.7m set back).
residential terraced streets. Stepped back
Offices - (large frontage and depth, 7.2-12m set
area along Lord Roberts provides widened
back, 43.9-51.8m deep, rear parking space of
view cone.
30-66m, 84.4 - 112.8m plot length).

Windows

Roof form:
Landmark / Corner

Variety of roof forms
including pitch
roofs, projecting
gables, and
landmark roof tops
of the MInster

Spaces / Soft Landscaping Paving / Street Furniture

Break in rhythm

Spatial sequences created by narrowing and
widening of the street.

Parking is
predominately to
the rear of the plot
in a series of car
parks and parking
courts. With limited
on-street parking.
Informal parking is
occurring within the
drop off, adversely
impacting on the
street scene.

Limited use of walls as boundary
treatment with many buildings fronting
straight onto the street.
Brick wall treatment to public green
space, which steps in response to the
subtle changes in the topography.

Rhythms less prevalent along Lord Roberts
Street, than the surrounding terraced streets
where there is a strong vertical rhythm along
the facades and along the rooftops. Horizontal
rhythm through stepped roof to the church.
The new buildings pick up the rhythm, however
the material selection does not respond to the
townscape character.

The garden on Lord Roberts Street
provides a form of accessible green
open space. Good quality street
planting has a positive impact on the
streetscape.
Modern buildings fail to respond to the details
of the listed baptist church.

Standard and dated street furniture
is located within the public realm
outside Minster Towers.
Tarmac footpath surfacing and
concrete paving.

URBAN DESIGN ANALYSIS - Land South of Lord Roberts Road
Urban Design Analysis
• Lack of street enclosure by virtue of the single
storey building
• Presence of heavy traffic flows detracts from the
quality of the street scene.
• Presence of parked vehicles in the lay-by detracts
from the quality of the street scene.
• Incidental planting enclosed by rear boundaries
makes a limited contribution to the street scene.
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Indicative Sketch

DESIGN
GUIDANCE- Land South
of Lord Roberts
Square alignedStreet
along
Increase in scale adjacent to Lord
Residential units
Roberts Road. Variation in roofline
reflects historic character.

provide access onto
the square.

the visual axis to the
Minster.

Active frontage onto
square and shared
space.

Outdoor cafe activates the
space.

Rhythms

Materials

Design Principles

Natural materials will be
encouraged in hand made forms
- Brick, timber, rubble stone,
ashlar,
clay pantile and lead.
The detailing of new buildings
is critical to ensure that new
buildings have a positive impact
on the visual amenity of the
streetscape.

• Create key gathering space
• Create green square
• Visual axis to the Minster defines
layout
• Active frontage encloses space
• Spaces extends over Lord Roberts
Road to slow traffic

New residential buildings should respect simple vertical rhythms and proportions, however variation in symmetry/
rooflines at key locations. Expressed window frames\lintels and door lights reflect the local vernacular.

DESIGN GUIDANCE - Land South of Lord Roberts Road
Design Principles Key
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Lord Roberts Road - Suggested Layout
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Beverley Railway Station - TOWNSCAPE ANALYSIS

Built form & Layout
Structure

Street Enclosure

Building Line

Skyline / Views

Plot:
Building types

Roof form:
Landmark / Corner

Wilbert Grove and Railway
Street are tight in character,
three storey terraces with
streets ranging between 7.5 13m wide.
Theses streets all lead into
a large setting to the station
building of some 50 - 71m
wide - where the building
height reduces down to a
one storey station building.
This space is dominated by
car parking and planting,
with a smaller area acting as
a public space.

There are a number of organic perimeter
blocks to the west and south of the site.
Streets to the west have a tight urban
character, with terraced housing set up to
the pavement front. The site forms a void in
this urban structure. Whilst this could be an
opportunity for an urban space, there is poor
enclosure by adjacent buildings.
The area is dissected by the railway line, with
limited connections across.

Spatial Sequences

To the east and the south
the street enclosure varies
due to the range of modern
two - three storey housing
developments. Here typical
street enclosures vary from
5.4 to 21m wide.

Parking

There are strong building lines along Railway St,
Trinity Lane (southwest end) and Wilbert Grove.
To the north, the building line along Trinity Lane is
staggered and broken by the car park between
George St and Trinity Lane. There is a set
back in the street where a poor quality modern
housing blocks have been built.
Modern Housing to the south provides staggered
building line. There some established building
lines to the east of the Railway line.

Wall Details

Ground floor details /
Horizontal / Vertical Rhythm

Views of the Station are revealed along Trinity
Lane. There are some glimpsed views of the
Minster. Views of the station are emphasised
through the alignment of Railway Street. The
skyline is characterised by rows of chimney
tops along the terraces streets.
Poor View along Wilbert Grove to the intrusive
5 storey housing block in the distance.

Windows

The Victorian station, signal box and railway A number of high quality and key
cottage.
buildings in the area, many of which are
listed due to their contribution to the local
New housing area to the south has a
townscape quality.
contrasting plot character. Whilst this
Some of the modern office / residential
reflects an organic design cue, this is not
blocks provide corner turns, though not
necessarily a true representation of the
built to the same quality and standard of
historical character of this location.
the more historic buildings.
Variety of roof forms including pitch roofs,
projecting gables.

Spaces / Soft Landscaping Paving / Street Furniture

Suggests beyond

Spatial sequence created by varying street
alignments, street widths and opening up
of space around the station, followed by the
narrowing at level crossing areas.

The Station car park destroys the spatial
quality of this gateway space and the
setting to key views to the Minster.
George Street surface car park breaks the
housing block and exposed many garden
rears. On-street parking is provided for
residents to the terraced streets.

Strong vertical and horizontal rhythm with
Boundary wall treatments vary in height from elongated windows in Georgian buildings and
150mm up to 2m height car park brick walls. the varying gable treatment.
Examples of attractive historical archways and
The majority of the houses to the west
front straight onto the street, while modern less successful modern building cutouts.
housing areas boundaries are defined
through planting.

Many distinctive widows and lintel details on
many of the Victorian/Georgian properties,
including sash windows providing a strong
townscape character. Strong encasements
While modern architecture has left a
contrasting approach, with some extremely
small widows to gable ratios, pvc and
projecting bay windows.

Attractive avenue of mature trees lines up
with key approach from Railway Street to the
station. The combination of shrub planting
and the layout of the car parking space
fragments the space.

Under used seating to the public space,
with limited provision directly outside the
station - where people tend to wait.
Range of paving treatment, use of higher
quality surface materials to emphasise
this gateway public space, however
material quality deteriorates towards the
immediate setting to the station.

URBAN DESIGN ANALYSIS - Beverley Railway Station
Historic Character - 1890
• Station square
• Wooded area to the south
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DESIGN GUIDANCE - Beverley Railway Station
Design Principles
• Re-introduce historic space
• Define the pedestrian route to the Town Centre
• Opportunity exists to provide transport interchange
facilities which integrate with the space
• Create strong urban blocks
• Re-design existing open space
• Potential to reprovide parking within a decked
parking area
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Railway Station - Suggested Layout

DESIGN GUIDANCE - Beverley Railway Station
Materials
•
•
•
•

Natural materials will be encouraged in hand made forms - Brick and tile
Colours include pale buff, orange/brown, to smooth red
Clay pantiles
The detailing of new buildings is critical to ensure that new buildings have a positive impact on
the visual amenity of the streetscape

Indicative Sketch

Colonnade frontage to the bus
interchange provides shelter,
activates the edge of the space and
creates vertical rhythm.

Lighting columns
emphasise direct route to
the Town Centre.

Seating plinths and grass
blocks provide opportunity
for informal gathering.

Water fountains
activate the edge of
the space.

Active frontage onto
square and shared
space.

TOWNSCAPE ANALYSIS - Hospital Site

Built form & Layout
Structure

Street Enclosure

Layout / urban structure is fragmented in character, comprising
a real mix of urban form ranging from rectangular blocks
with a fine grain of terraced properties to series of cul-desac layouts with irregular shaped non contextual parcels of
infill development of semi and detached properties, which
are visually intrusive over the townscape character of this
conservation area.
The hospital block on the western edge, contains many
historical listed buildings and modern hospital extensions which
are not sympathetic to the surrounding character. Whilst there is
a strong linear form, there is a lack of clarity interim of layout.

Spatial Sequences

Building Line

The area is characterised by high
levels of enclosure with many
tight terraced streets of 8-13m
wide bounded by three storey
properties.
With mature tree along Woodlands
enclosing the wider 19.6m wide
route up to the hospital.
Lower levels of enclosure are found around the infill
housing areas, where the two storey buildings are set
back from the street.
The hospital site comprises a combination of tight routes
and open expanses.

Parking

Skyline / Views

Plot:
Building types

Variety of building / plot types:
Given the levels of enclosure along the terraced streets,
there are strong building lines. By stark contrast Woodlands
Drive interrupts the strong building line of this area, which
follow the curving nature of the cul-de-sac street layout.
Building lines become fragmented to the north of the
terraced blocks, and within the hospital.

Wall Details

Ground floor details /
Horizontal / Vertical Rhythm

Properties along the western edge benefit
from picturesque views out onto Westwood
common land. Archway to the hospital site
along with the strong line of trees along
Woodlands enhances the gateway and views
into the hospital site.
Distinctive skyline rooftop views along the
terraced streets and within hospital. Glimpsed
views of common land.

Windows

Terraced - (narrow frontage, deep plan 3m
set back, 11-22m deep, 6-49 rear garden,
20-75m plot length).
Mews housing - (medium frontage, medium
depth, 4.5-10m setback, 11m deep, 8-15m
rear garden, 22-36m plot length).
Hospital site - (147 by145.5m plot size, with
buildings with large frontage and medium
depth).

Parking is predominantly on-street, with
rear garages and in curtilage parking to
modern houses. All areas of the hospital
site’s public realm is used as a car park.

Door pillars provide ground floor interest.

Variety of roof forms; including pitch,
projecting gables and hip roofs.
Roofs step to emphasise the change in
level. With examples of dormer roofs.
The Grade II listed semi circular
archway to the hospital acts as a local
landmark, with intricate detail and
large keystone, which can only be
viewed from Woodlands and within the
hospital.

Spaces / Soft Landscaping Paving / Street Furniture

Elongated,
bay and sash
windows
provide
a strong
townscape
characteristics.
Variety of wall treatment to boundaries,
with hedge planting to modern infill, brick
walls / brick walls with render and rails.

Roof form:
Landmark / Corner

Standard surface materials, with low
quality street furniture. Quality does not
reflect the character of the area.
There are many Grade II listed lighting
columns which characterise the area.
The area boasts the impressive Westwood
common land which is a valuable assets
to the area. Linear wide green verge on
Woodlands with mature tree planting
characterises this street.

URBAN DESIGN ANALYSIS - Hospital Site
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Urban Design Analysis
• Layout/structure of the site is confusing.
• Car Parking and incidental planting destroy spatial
qualities of the spaces between the buildings.
• Fails to exploit Common Land setting.

N

DESIGN GUIDANCE - Hospital Site
Design Principles
• Retain listed buildings and buildings contributing to local character
• New buildings sympathetically integrate with old to create a strong urban structure based on
historic geometry
• Create a series of spaces
• Retain the views into the site of existing roofscape marker points
• Create positive frontages onto the key spaces
• Retain and enhance green character and historic landscape features through the site
• Any proposals should be guided by a full tree assessment, a key principle being to retain as many
quality trees as possible
• Soften the transition between urban edge and open countryside
• Integrate parking into the streetscape with minimal impact on the spatial quality of key spaces

N

Historic Character - 1890
• Simple entrance space
• Buildings front spaces
• Strong landscape features

DESIGN GUIDANCE - Hospital Site
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Hospital Site - Suggested Layout

College Site - TOWNSCAPE ANALYSIS

Built form & Layout
Structure

Street Enclosure

Building Line

Skyline / Views

Plot:
Building types

Roof form:
Landmark / Corner

The roofscape of the historic College
buildings are characterised by long
pitch roof ranges, with projecting
chimneys.

Layout / urban structure is characterised by a series of varying size
blocks extending out from Molescroft Road towards Westwood and the
race course. The blocks accessing Molescroft Road are characterised
by Mews, Cul-de-sac’s and greens.
The college site is built on a large parcel of land behind these blocks,
also facing out onto the race course and sits as part of a wider
educational complex. Access is restricted to this site by means of
Gallows Lane, a very tight street.

Spatial Sequences

Spatial sequence created by contrasting
street enclosures, which arrive along
a tight street, with the entrance to the
college defined by the gate entrance,
which suddenly opens out into the college
complex. Mature tree planting within this
area, further screens and creates hidden
glimpses of different parts of the college.

There is variation in street
enclosure, with some open
areas with pocket green
spaces creating wide spaces
of 47m between two storey
dwellings.
In contrast the access route
into the college campus is
extremely narrow at 4.3m wide
for two way traffic over a long
distance.

Parking

Parking within the college is in the form
of a series of surface car parks. For the
surrounding residential area parking
is provided predominately by garages
and in curtilage parking. With on-street
parking occurring on limited streets due
to the large plot sizes which characterise
the area.

Wall Details

Hedges are commonly the treatment
to the majority of dwellings in the area.
However, the college entrance route and
partial perimeter is defined by tall brick
walls and timber fencing.

The residential area is generally characterised
by broken buildings lines, with the occasional
set back and projecting of buildings. Some
roads are enclosed the rears of buildings.
There are examples where buildings are built
completely angular from the road, creating
disrupted building lines. This is also the case of
the college site.

Ground floor details /
Horizontal / Vertical Rhythm

Within the college site the rhythm occurs
more through the vertical growth of trees
and the tall brick wall, with the wall creating a
strong horizontal perspective character to the
approach and exit in contrast to the planting
edge.

Mature trees and woodland planting
creates an attractive skyline and backdrop
to the area, opening views of historic key
buildings.

Windows

The historic college buildings themselves
have distinctive bay and sash windows.
However the modern buildings styles
completely contrast this style and adversely
impact on the local character.

Variety of building
types:
Semi/detached
properties (medium to large
frontage, with
medium to large
depth, set back 5-10m, with rear gardens of
Above: Double Ridge, over a flat roof.
50-60m long).
Mews / terraced - (medium frontage, medium
plan, 11.5m gardens, 27.5m plot length).
College - (large plot area of 260 by 189m,
with varying width and depth buildings).

Spaces / Soft Landscaping Paving / Street Furniture

Planting and grass areas from a strong
townscape characteristic, with many
mature trees and established woodland
edge.
Small pocket green spaces are typical
within the residential area of this part of
Beverley.

The wider residential area benefits from
historic attractive lighting columns,
while within the college site itself poor
quality and dated concrete lighting
columns are used. There is limited
street furniture and where provided it
does not enhance the local character.

URBAN DESIGN ANALYSIS - College Site
Urban Design Analysis
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• Layout comprises a number of modern
isolated buildings within an open
space setting, whilst the more historic
buildings have a common structure and
language.
• Incidental planting destroy spatial
qualities of the spaces between the
buildings.
• Narrow access creates highway safety
issues.
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DESIGN GUIDANCE - College Site
Design Principles
• Retain buildings contributing to local
character
• Use the historic geometry as means of
organising the site layout
• Retain central green space and draw the
green character through
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• Retain the views into the site of existing
roofscape marker points
• Any proposals should be guided by a full
tree assessment, a key principle being to
retain as many quality trees as possible
• Soften the transition between urban edge
and open countryside
• Integrate parking into the streetscape with
minimal impact on the spatial quality of key
spaces
• Existing access may require improvement
and possible alternative access points
considered
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DESIGN GUIDANCE - College Site
Materials
• Red and yellow brick with stone dressings
• Welsh slate roof
• Timber windows
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College Site - Suggested Layout

New Walkergate - TOWNSCAPE ANALYSIS

Built form & Layout
Structure

Street Enclosure

Building Line

Skyline / Views

Plot:
Building types

Variety of building / plot
types:
Layout / urban structure of the site itself is characterised by
elongated perimeter blocks of varying width.

There is wide variation in street enclosure, with historic streets ranging
from 5m -11m in width.

The provision of the car parks and the demolition of buildings for
the construction of New Walkergate represent have left a void
in the tight urban grain. Leaving many backs of the terraced
blocks exposed and opening out onto New Walkergate. To the
west there are a series of tighter blocks with yards located in the
centre of the block.

In contrast New Walkergate leaves a very exposed street scene with
widths of 22m up to 50m in places - particularly around highway
junctions. Which is further exacerbated by the generally low building
heights of the one storey supermarkets to three storey office buildings.
With the exception of the five storey block of flats.

Spatial Sequences

Strong spatial sequence along Walkergate
and routes/yards into the town centre, with
significant bends in the street and projecting
of gables. In contrast New Walkergate is
characterised by a strong domineering high
wall.

Parking

Parking is provided for dwellings by onstreet parking. Large surface car park for
the town centre shoppers.
A series of smaller car parks nestle
between New Walkergate and the backs of
properties to Walkergate.

Wall Details

Strong presence of
brick walls along New
Walkergate, which creates
an hostile setting for
pedestrian movement along
this busy road with high
volume of traffic.

Terraced housing - (narrow frontage with
deep plan, 0-3.5m set back, 16.9m deep,
12m gardens and plot length of 28.6m)
There are strong building lines along Walkergate
and along Morton Lane. The construction of the
New Walkergate has broken the building lines.
The rears of properties are presented to New
Walkergate.

Ground floor details /
Horizontal / Vertical Rhythm

Views to St Mary’s Church and the Minster.
Variation and type of roof treatment. Properties
fronting Walkergate create a distant skyline.

Windows

Elongated
Strong sense
windows provide of townscape
vertical rhythm.
character
through the
window and door
details along
the historical
buildings,
including sash
and timber framed widows, strong lintels and
elaborate doorways.

Large office / retail units - (large frontage,
medium depth, set back from 0-6m,
8-29mdeep, with total plot lengths of 70m).

Roof form:
Landmark / Corner

Variety of roof forms; including pitch,
projecting gables and hip roofs. Poor
quality modern developments which are
not sympathetic to the local townscape
quality. Those positioned at junctions
provide no dramatic corners.
Interesting stepping of roof tops along
the historic buildings, with examples of
dormer roofs.

Spaces / Soft Landscaping Paving / Street Furniture

Limited tree
planting along
the middle to
south-east end of
New Wakergate,
considering the
expanse of street
width. There is a
strong tree lined
character to the
top end of New
Walkergate as it reached Norwood.
A small public realm space is created
between New Walkergate and Walkergate,
providing a key link into the town centre.

Standard street furniture provided, with
a mix of pavement treatments.

URBAN DESIGN ANALYSIS - New Walkergate
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• Urban structure and enclosure breaks down
adjacent to New Walkergate.
• Incidental landscaping and private gardens
contribute to lack of street scene.
• Large surface car parks are poorly overlooked
destroying the points of arrival.
• Heavy traffic flows and over engineered junctions
destroy amenity of the streetscape and the
quality of the pedestrian environment along New
Walkergate.
• East-west routes lack enclosure.
• Yards provide urban space opportunity.
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DESIGN GUIDANCE - New Walkergate

Design Principles
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• Define urban blocks by creating new buildings to enclose
New Wakergate and adjacent streets
• Define inner gateways through increased building scale
and architectural treatments
• Create boulevard planting
• Consider the reprovision or parking into a multi- storey
facility
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DESIGN GUIDANCE - New Walkergate
Materials
• Red brick with stone dressings
• Pantile roof
• Timber windows
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New Walkergate - Suggested Layout

URBAN DESIGN ANALYSIS - Industrial Estates

Urban Design Analysis
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• Fragmented urban structure.
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• Limited north-south pedestrian and vehicular permeability
between the two estates.
• Buildings to the south of Swine moor Industrial Estate fail to
take advantage of the Beverley Beck.
• Poor quality gateways with limited definition from adjacent
buildings.
• Heavy vehicular traffic creates problematic access issues.
• Tentative urban spaces lack overlooking and definition
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DESIGN GUIDANCE - Industrial Estates
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Design Principles
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• Create new linkages and connections to define a coherent and
legible urban structure.
• Create positive frontage to waterside walks and adjacent
streets.
• Create new high quality green space at the confluence of
Beverley Beck and the canal.
• New planting to key streets help define the hierarchy
and creates green connections to the surrounding open
countryside.
• Planting buffer helps soften the transition between urban and
rural.
• Enhance gateways through increased scale of buildings, high
quality building design, and landscape features.
• Provide noisy land uses and land uses which impact on
amenity within the core of the industrial estates.
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• Provide uses which have less visual impact on locations
adjacent to waterside walks and key vehicular corridors.
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